
Techniques:

Vital
Hand embroidery

Optional
Beading
Applique
Patchwork
Painting on fabric
Dyeing/staining

Materials you will need:

• A selection of fabrics (can 
use old bedclothes, 
clothing, scraps)

• Embroidery silks
• Needle and thread
• Small scissors
• Coloured Pencils

Task 1. Theme. Choose a theme for your embroidery work, eg ‘flowers and foliage’ ‘animals’ ‘abstract pattern’ 
‘portraits’ or your own choice of theme. Create a mood board of images relating to your theme – make sure you 
include some examples of embroidery as well as photos and sketches. 

Task 2. Gather source images. Take or collect a series of at least 10 of your own photos relevant to your theme. 
Consider lighting, composition and focal point. If you like, these can be photos you’ve taken previously e.g. holiday 
pictures. Then collect at least 10 other images relevant to your theme. 

Task 4. Analyse a contemporary embroidery artist using the attached prompts. Write in detail. The artist should link 
to your project, either because it shares the same theme or uses a technique or style you would like to use – ensure 
you explain this link. Create a small sample (approx 10cmx10cm) replicating the artist’s work in detail; present this 
with your research. 

Task 3. Research embroidered samplers. Find out about and include the history of samplers (the V&A website has 
some good images and information to get you started) – how did they link to girls’ education? Who would have 
made them and why? Then find instructions for a range of embroidery stitches and create your own sampler using 
at least 4 stitches suitable for outlining shapes, and at least 4 stitches suitable for filing shapes. Google image search 
‘modern embroidery sampler’ for inspiration on how to arrange yours, or take inspiration from the samplers in your 
research. If you’re struggling with a stitch, look for a youtube tutorial – videos are sometimes easier to follow than 
diagrams. 

Task 5. Drawings for a final embroidery. Choose one of the photos from task 2. From this photo produce 3 small 
(roughly A5) drawings as follows: 1 accurate observational drawing in colour. 1 stylized drawing in colour – play with 
exaggerating or changing colours, and using a mix of filled-in areas and simple outline. 1 simple line drawing with 
areas of embroidery (stitch straight into the paper) to add colour or texture. 

Task 7. Create your final embroidery. Draw out your design lightly in pencil onto your final fabric and use stitches 
from task 3 and any other techniques you like to produce your final outcome. This should clearly link to your 
previous work, but it’s normal for a final piece to change and develop as you work on it. 

Plan for this piece to take around 10 hours. C
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Task 4. Produce 3 design ideas for your final embroidery. This could be a flat piece (like Maricor Maricar’s work) or if 
you have a garment you’re happy to use, you could stitch into existing clothing (Tessa Perlow and Lisa Smirnova have 
both explored this), and use your imagery from tasks 2 and 5. Make sketches, notes and small trials to show your 
ideas – you could have 3 separate ideas, or try 3 different compositions/colour palettes of the same basic image. You 
may add relevant text if you wish. 







Techniques:

Appliqué
Reverse Appliqué 
Dyeing
Beading 
Various embroidery stitches
Couching
Paper manipulation
Sewing Machine skills*

*But this is not essential if 

you do not have access to a 
sewing machine.

Materials you will need:

• Old or unwanted clothes
• Random beads, buttons 

and sequins
• Embroidery silks
• Needle and thread
• Scissors.
• Coloured Pencils.
• Food
• Tea Bags

Task 1. Create a mood board based on things you find in the kitchen (e.g utensils, food etc) . Look for artists that 
inspire you and add these to your mood board too. Pinterest is great for this. 

Task 2. Take photo’s of interesting items in your kitchen. This could be fresh food (cut open) or packaged food or 
utensils etc. Create a drawing (in colour if possible) from one of these items.

Task 4. Using your dyed fabric pieces create 3 textile samples.  To do this combine and layer a minimum of 3 
different techniques per sample. Samples should be 12cm by 12cm samples and should be inspired by the 
colours and textures of the items you have in your kitchen. 

Task 6. Create a second  analysis page on a textile artist whose work particularly gives you ideas. It might be 
subject matter or technique that you like.

Task 4. Create a research/analysis page on a textiles artist who uses food or kitchen objects as their source 
material.

Task 7. Create design ideas for a piece that could be a final idea. Draw thumbnails first (small quick sketches) 
and then develop these into designs for more developed ideas. 
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Task 5. Reuse some of the textile techniques used in Task 4, create a sample based on your chosen artist 
work/imagery/ideas. 

Task 3. Use google/Pinterest to find out how to use regular food products to dye fabrics, for example onion skins 
will create a bright yellow dye. Sample as many as possible dyeing both fabric and paper. TIP: Use an old school 
shirt as fabric!!

Task 8. Select your most successful design and create it in fabric or mixed media (papers etc). Try to be 
ambitious and adapt to what you have around you.





Techniques:

Appliqué
Reverse Appliqué 
Beading 
Various embroidery stitches
Couching
Canadian smocking
Sewing Machine skills*

*But this is not essential if 

you do not have access to a 
sewing machine.

Materials you will need:

• Old or unwanted clothes
• Random beads, buttons 

and sequins
• Embroidery silks
• Needle and thread
• Small scissors (Nail 

scissors) if possible but 
not essential.

• Coloured Pencils.

Task 1. Create a mood board based on Tudor Fashion and on upcycling.  Collect historical painting and costume, 
with full costumes and details. Combine these with images of the different ideas and images of upcycling 
techniques, whole upcycled items and close up photographs of upcycled clothing.

Task 2. Select a Tudor portrait that is of a high enough resolution to zoom in on specific details of the dress and 
jewelry.  Create three 8cm by 8cm viewfinder colour drawings of the section you see in as much detail as 
possible.

Task 4. Combining and layering a minimum of 4 different techniques per sample, create 3 12cm by 12 cm 
samples inspired by the colour patterns, shapes and textures you have seen in your Tudor research. Experiment 
with any techniques you feel appropriate and keep embellishing your samples until they are encrusted and very 
detailed. 

Task 3. Create a research on Tudor fashion for men and women, how it evolved, what fabrics and pattern where 
used, the layers of clothing, the colours, jewels and laws around cloths.  Also research how cloths were 
recycled.   Find images of clothing in portraits and replica costumes.  Look for video on line about this subject as 
well as reading.

Task 5. Create a research page on the costume Designer Gabrielle Slade and her costumes for the Musical Six. 
Analyse what elements of Tudor fashion she used in her costumes and what other influences you can see.

Task 7. Create the Tudor inspired upcycled garment you have planned in your design idea.  You will need/want  
to change and adapt your design as you make it and get new ideas or overcome different challenges or 
mistakes.  Take lots of photographs of your garment at every stage of development to record your making 
process.

This should be a challenge, if you are not having to overcome mistakes and adapt your design you may not be 
being ambitious enough! Your garment should look very different from its original form when you have finished 
and be heavily emelished!U
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Task 6. Gather together a selection of unwanted cloths.  Look carefully at the cloths you have available to use 
and create a fashion/costume design utilizing your unwanted cloths, Tudor style and motifs and the techniques 
you experimented with in your samples from Task 4.  Present your design with notes and reference images 
explaining your ideas.




